This is an example of a single line track warrant used to authorize the movement of a train NY-8
from St. Johnsville to Hoffman's. Once NY-8 reaches Hoffman's the warrant is fulfilled and the train
must remain there until the crew receives another track warrant.
The train must be identified clearly
by name or engine number plus
direction. Additional words such as
extra or passenger may be used but
don't grant any superiority for
movement. If the train or locomotive
is not from the home railroad the
other railroad name will be added for
clarity. see additional note below

Warrants are
numbered
sequentially
from the
beginning of
each day

1

NY-8 Eng # 1617
X

Hoffman's

10 March

St. Johnsville

St. Johnsville

2

50
The train is only
authorized to
move on the
track named in
the warrant.
Names of tracks
such as main,
runner, etc. or
numbers should
be clearly
identified by
signs or rule
book diagrams.

If the track warrant is sent by radio the
dispatcher will read the header info and
then say " check block 2" and read that
line. He will then say " one block
checked". The crew having copied the
info onto a blank form will read it back
finishing by saying the number of blocks
checked. If the read back is correct the
dispatcher will say "one block checked,
block 2". He then gives the OK time and
the initials which are repeated by the
crew making the warrant complete.

3:24

A

Note: If the train will be named in other
warrants or instructions the engine
number must be added to the name so
other crews can identify the train.
Including the engine # in the initial
warrant makes it on record for future use.

Initial
Position
of NY-8

Position of
NY-8 when
warrant is
fulfilled. The
authority of
the warrant
ends at the
first siding
switch of the
second
named point
and NY-8
must stop
short of the
crossover.

Track Warrant Control Form used on Henry
Propst's NYC Mohawk Division (front side)

back side of Track Warrant has
track diagram for crew reference

This is an example of a double line track warrant. The New York Central has arranged short term use of a Boston
& Maine GP-7. This engine is leading a consist bringing cars from Utica to Rotterdam Junction and Selkirk. The
train does not have a regular symbol and is an extra freight. The dispatcher issues a warrant from St. Johnsville
to Hoffman's on track 2 and from there to Rotterdam Junction on track 4. Once the train reaches Rotterdam
Junction the warrant is fulfilled and the train must remain there until the crew receives another track warrant.
Since the Boston & Maine unit is leading, the train is
identified by the railroad name, engine number and
direction. The word "extra" could be included but neither
that nor the movement direction grant any superiority. The
dispatcher decides which trains have priority and issues
the warrants to allow them 1st use of track segments.

Next warrant in
sequence for
this day.

2

B&M # 1575 East

X
X

Hoffman's

10 March

St. Johnsville

St. Johnsville

Hoffman's
Rotterdam Junction

50
Initial
Position of
extra freight
led by
Boston &
Maine Engine
# 1575

2
4
The train is only
authorized to
move on the
tracks named in
the warrant and in
the direction
specified. In order
for the train to
move in the
opposite direction
it must receive a
new warrant or
have block 4
checked. see later
examples

If the warrant is sent by radio the dispatcher
will read the header info and then say "check
block 2" read that line, say "check block 3"
and read that line. He will then say "two
blocks checked". The crew having copied
the info onto a blank form will then read it
back finishing by saying the number of
blocks checked. If the read back is correct
the dispatcher will say "two blocks checked,
block 2 and block 3. He will then give the OK
time and the initials which will be repeated
by the crew making the warrant complete.

3:50

A

Note: Once the last car of the train has passed through the interlocking at Hoffman's and is on Track 4
the crew informs the dispatcher and he records that information. He then can issue other warrants for
the use of the segments on Track 2. The fact that the rear of the train has passed that named point voids
the warrant authority up to that point since the train is not authorized movement in the opposite direction.

When the train
has cleared
this point the
crew should
call the
dispatcher and
report B&M #
1575 East is
clear of
Hoffman's.
see note

Position of
B&M #1575
East when
warrant is
fulfilled. The
authority of
the warrant
ends at the
first siding
switch of the
second
named point
and the train
stops short
of the
crossover.

